Witnessing quantum memory in non-Markovian processes
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We present a method to detect quantum memory
in a non-Markovian process. We call a process
Markovian when the environment does not provide
a memory that retains correlations across different system-environment interactions. We define two
types of non-Markovian processes, depending on the
required memory being classical or quantum. We
formalise this distinction using the process matrix
formalism, through which a process is represented
as a multipartite state. Within this formalism, a
test for entanglement in a state can be mapped to
a test for quantum memory in the corresponding
process. This allows us to apply separability criteria and entanglement witnesses to the detection of
quantum memory. We demonstrate the method in
a simple model where both system and environment
are single interacting qubits and map the parameters
that lead to quantum memory. As with entanglement witnesses, our method of witnessing quantum
memory provides a versatile experimental tool for
open quantum systems.

1 Introduction
In any quantum device, the system that carries the information unavoidably interacts with its environment
introducing noise. Studying the dynamics of such
system-environment interactions is the field of open
quantum systems [1] and it is nowadays more relevant than ever. As quantum devices begin to demonstrate an advantage over classical ones [2], they increasingly rely on Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum
(NISQ) technology, whose main challenge is noise [3].
Noise models typically rely on the assumption of
Markovianity, i.e., that the environment does not keep
memory of past interactions with the system. However, this assumption typically fails in realistic scenarios, as information stored in the environment can
keep track of past interactions with the system and
affect its future dynamics. For example, this was
demonstrated to occur in the IBM quantum computing platform [4]. In the study of such memory effects, an important distinction is whether the memory
can be represented classically or requires genuinely
quantum degrees of freedom. The two scenarios can
lead to radically different noise models and strategies
to compensate it. For example, in the presence of
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classical memory one could monitor the system and
correct its evolution through an appropriate classical
feedback. However, this method fails for quantum
temporal correlations mediated by the environment.
It is therefore desirable to find efficient methods to
discriminate quantum vs classical memory.
Most models of open quantum systems with
memory regard the process as a dynamical map which
maps the system from one time-step to the other [5–
14]. Within this approach, many models of processes
with classical memory have been developed [15–24].
However, dynamical maps study only two-time correlations (time of input and output of the map) and
multi-time-correlations cannot be fully captured. Furthermore, dynamical maps are in general ill-defined
in the presence of initial system-environment correlations [25–28], although such correlations can be responsible for non-Markovianity.
Here, we introduce a definition of quantum process
with classical memory based on an approach that captures multi-time correlations, originally introduced by
Lindblad [29] and Accardi et al. [30], and recently reformulated within the comb formalism [31] by Pollock
et al. [32], Fig. 1. We provide a technique to efficiently detect the presence of quantum memory in a
non-Markovian process, without requiring full tomography. We use the process matrix formalism [33, 34]
to write the process as a multipartite state. For a
specific partition of the state, classical memory implies separability, while entanglement proves quantum
memory. Therefore, we can employ all the known
techniques that verify entanglement and use them to
prove non-Markovianity with quantum memory.
To illustrate our method of detecting quantum
memory, we use entanglement witnesses to obtain
witnesses for quantum memory for the following toy
model: system and environment are qubits jointly
prepared in a maximally entangled state and later interact according to the Ising model, in between two
measurement stations A and B for the system. A
quantum memory witness corresponds to a set of operations at A and B. As separability criteria for the
search of witnesses we use the positive partial transpose (PPT) applied on the state [35] and on symmetric extensions of the state [36]. To find a witness, we
cast each criterion as a SemiDefinite Program that
can be solved efficiently [37]. This also allows us to
restrict the search for witnesses, possibly tailored to
experimental limitations.
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Choi matrix of a quantum channel with memory [41].
In this language, it was found that the process matrix of a Markovian process, where the state of the environment is reset before each time step (Fig. 1, top),
must have the following form [42–44],
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Figure 1: Three types of processes with three time-steps:
Markovian (top), where the environment has no memory,
classical memory (middle), where classical information from
the system is carried by the environment, and quantum
memory (bottom), where there are initial quantum correlations that travel across the process. A, B and C are measurement stations where arbitrary quantum operations can be
performed.

2 Quantum processes
We use the process matrix formalism [33, 34] to describe quantum processes. We consider a system that
evolves through a given sequence of time steps. Each
time step can be seen as a “measurement station”, labelled A, B, . . . , where an experimenter can intervene
on the system, e.g. by measuring or transforming it.
Each operation can be represented by a completely
positive map (CP) MAI →AO that maps the input system AI to the output system AO of the operation. A
general intervention on the system is described by a
quantum instrument [38]: a collection of CP maps
J A = {MA }, corresponding
outcomes
P to all possible
A
of a measurement, with
M
being
a CP
A
A
M ∈J
and trace preserving (CPTP) map. The joint probability for observing the outcomes corresponding to
maps MA , MB , . . . at the respective measuring stations is given by
p(MA , MB , · · · |J A , J B , · · · ) =
Tr[W AI AO BI BO ··· (M AI AO ⊗ M BI BO ⊗ · · · )], (1)
where M AI AO , M BI BO , · · · are the Choi matrices [39,
40] of the maps MA , MB , . . . respectively, and
W AI AO BI BO ··· is the process matrix that lives on the
combined Hilbert spaces of all input and output systems. The Choi matrix M AI AO ∈ L(HAI ⊗ HAO ),
isomorphic to a CP map MA : L(HAI ) → L(HAO )
is defined as M AI AO := [I ⊗ M(|1iihh1|)]T , where I
PdA
is the identity map, |1ii = j=1I |jji ∈ HAI ⊗ HAI ,
dA

{|ji}j=1I is an orthonormal basis on HAI and T denotes matrix transposition in that basis and some
basis of HAO . For the scenarios relevant here, where
events are in a fixed causal order, process matrices
are identical to quantum combs [31] and process
tensors [32]. In turn, these objects correspond to the
Accepted in

(2)

where ρ is the density matrix of the system before
the first time step and T AO BI is the Choi matrix of
a channel T A→B , defined as above but without the
transposition. This means that a Markovian process
can be written as a tensor product of the initial state
and the Choi matrices of the different channels that
connect the measurement stations. As we will see
later, this approach to non-Markovianity takes into
account all possible temporal correlations within a
quantum process—unlike any other definitions based
on dynamical maps which only capture two-time-step
correlations.
A non-Markovian process with classical memory is
one where, during each system-environment interaction, the environment obtains some classical information about the system, which can affect future such
interactions (Fig. 1, middle). In other words, the environment can be simulated as a feedback mechanism, which measures the system at each time step
and, conditioned on the outcome, affects the system’s
evolution at future times [15–17]. To formalise this
definition we describe the evolution between two time
steps as a quantum instrument: a collection of CP
maps that sum up to a CPTP map. Each instrument can depend on the classical information stored
in the environment up to that point, namely on all the
previous measurement outcomes. We provide a more
detailed definition of processes with classical memory
in Appendix A1, together with a characterisation of
their process matrices.
The main result, relevant for what follows, is that a
process matrix with classical memory is proportional
to a separable state. Indeed, we prove in Appendix
A1 that a necessary condition for a process matrix
with classical memory is that it has the form
X
AO BI
AB···
I
WCl
=
ρA
⊗ ··· ,
(3)
j ⊗ Tj
j

where ρj , Tj are positive semidefinite matrices.
A process with quantum memory, on the other
hand, is one that does not fall within either of
the above categories (Markovian or with classical
memory) In such a process (Fig. 1, bottom), the environment preserves coherence across different interactions with the system, in a way that cannot be simulated by a measurement and feedback model.

3 Detecting quantum memory
From Eq. 2 we observe that a Markovian process is
a tensor product of a state with the Choi matrix of
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the channels involved. In what follows we focus on
scenarios with two time-steps where operations A and
B can be performed. The output of B can be ignored since the only contribution to non-Markovianity
stems from the initial system-environment correlations and their later interaction. If such a process has
AI AO BI
a classical memory, it can be written as WCl
=
P AI
A O BI
.
Choi’s
theorem
[40]
ensures
that
the
⊗T
ρ
j
j j
matrices TjAO BI are positive semidefinite; hence the
process matrix can be viewed as a product state, up
AI AO BI
to normalization. Therefore, WCl
can be written as a bipartite separable state ρAB
,
where
A = AI ,
sep
B = AO B I .
We can now see that detecting entanglement of
the state translates to detecting a quantum memory
for the process—if the process cannot be written as
a separable state, it cannot be Markovian or with
classical memory. Note that quantum memory corresponds to entanglement between A and B, which
is AI and AO BI . This is our main result; we can
use known methods of entanglement detection to
verify that the environment of a non-Markovian process provides a quantum memory—a feature that has
not been explored before. Previous works have connected entanglement with non-Markovianity—for example in [8, 45, 46]—however, these approaches are
based on dynamical maps and therefore, as we discussed, they are insufficient for a full characterisation
of non-markovianity. We proceed with the detection
method, and discuss later possible applications.
One approach to detecting entanglement is through
entanglement witnesses. An entanglement witness is a
hermitian operator Z whose expectation value is positive for all separable states, hZi = Tr(Zρsep ) ≥ 0. A
negative expectation value guarantees entanglement
of the state, whereas a positive value provides no guarantee for separability. In the case of processes, we
define a quantum memory witness to be a hermitian
operator Z whose expectation value is positive for all
process matrices with classical memory
hZi = Tr(ZWCl ) ≥ 0.

(4)

We note that an entanglement witness is also a
quantum memory witness for the associated process,
but the reverse is not necessarily true. This has to
do with the fact that Eq 3 is a necessary condition
for a process with classical memory but not sufficient.
That is, not any separable state represents a comb.
This is because the set of states is larger than the
set of combs; see Fig 2. Combs [31] obey further linear constraints W = L(W ), where L is a projector
on the subspace characterised, e.g., in [47]. Hence,
Tr(ZW ) = Tr(ZL(W )) = Tr(L(Z)W )—L is self adjoint.This means that, if L(Z) is an entanglement witness, then Z is also a witness for classical memory,
although not necessarily an entanglement witness. Finally, we conjecture that the space of processes with
classical memory is strictly smaller than the intersecAccepted in

tion of combs and separable states. These are in direct analogy to the fact that not all separable channels
can be realised through local operations and classical
communication [48–50]. See Appendix A1 for further
discussion.
States
Separable states
Combs

Classical memory
Markovian

Figure 2: The space of combs is smaller than the space of
states. In turn, the space of combs with classical memory
is smaller than that of separable states because combs need
to obey further constraints. We conjecture that the space of
combs with classical memory is smaller than the intersection
of combs and separable states. (During the revision stage of
this manuscript, an example confirming the conjecture was
presented in [51].)

A quantum memory witness is a hermitian matrix,
hence it can always be decomposed into combinations
of CP maps [47]. From Equation 1 we see that the
witness corresponds to the different maps of the measurement stations; for example for a bipartite process,
X
Z=
αi,j MiAI AO ⊗ MjBI .
(5)
i,j

Crucially, measuring the witness only requires performing the CP maps in (5) and does not require full
process tomography. This makes the technique suitable for experiments, similarly to witnesses for indefinite causal order [52, 53].
We note that detecting a quantum memory in an
experimental setup is a procedure similar to that of
detecting entanglement. First we need a good guess
of the realised process matrix. We proceed by finding
a witness of quantum memory, that is, an operator
consisting of general quantum operations within the
process. Experimentally, a negative expectation value
of this operator detects quantum memory.
Given the several approaches to non-Markovianity,
based on dynamical maps rather than on process
matrices, one might wonder if these could also provide
a way to witness quantum memory. As we prove in
Appendix A2, this is not the case.

3.1 Separability criteria
An entanglement witness is obtained through various
separability criteria: a property that is proved to hold
for all separable states. These criteria provide necessary (but not sufficient) conditions for a state to be
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separable. The most notable criterion is based on partial transposition: if a state is separable, it must have
a positive partial transpose (PPT) [35] with respect
to any subsystem. For example, for a bipartite state
ρAB it is separable if (but not only if) ρTA ≥ 0 where
ρTA denotes partial transposition with respect to subsystem A (ρTB ≥ 0 is an equivalent condition, but is
superfluous since positivity of ρ and ρTA implies positivity of ρTB ). An entanglement witness is obtained
through the eigenvector corresponding to the negative eigenvalue of ρTA . If ρTA  0, there exists |ψi
such that hψ|ρTA |ψi < 0. Then Z = |ψihψ|TA is an
entanglement witness as its expectation value is negative for the state ρ and positive for any separable
state [35]
Tr(|ψihψ|ρTA ) < 0 ⇒ Tr(Zρ) < 0, and
A

Tr(ZρA ⊗ ρB ) = Tr(|ψihψ|ρTsep ) ≥ 0.

(6)

A different family of separability criteria was introduced by Doherty et al. [36]. These criteria are based
on the PPT criterion applied on symmetric extensions
of the state. For example, for ρAB , one can apply the
PPT criterion to the extended state ρ̃ABA and obtain
the following necessary conditions for the state to be
separable:
ρ̃ ≥ 0, ρ̃TA ≥ 0, ρ̃TB ≥ 0,

(7)

One can keep extending the state (i.e. ρABAA ) and
obtain new families of conditions, each at least as
strong as the previous ones. This creates a hierarchy
of families of separability criteria which was proven
to be complete—for an entangled state it is guaranteed that some level of the hierarchy will prove nonseparability. The first step of the hierarchy is the PPT
criterion, the first symmetric extension is the second
step, and so on. As we discussed earlier, these results directly extend to define a family of criteria for
classical memory.

3.2 Example
We use the above separability criteria to detect a
quantum memory on a two time-step process, like the
one on Fig 1 (bottom), up until time t2 . When the
initial system-environment state is a product or separable state, the process is Markovian or with classical
memory, respectively, for any unitary U , as we prove
in the Appendix A3. Hence, initial entanglement is
necessary for the environment to provide quantum
memory. However, it is not sufficient, as T1 must
also provide an appropriate interaction between system and environment.
We choose the following: system and environ+
ment
√ are two qubits prepared in the state |φ i =
1/ 2(|00i + |11i), and the later interaction is according to the transverse-field Ising model for nearest
neighbour interaction between two dipoles [54] with
Accepted in

the following Hamiltonian
H = −Jσx σx − h(σz 1 + 1σz ),

(8)

where J is the coupling strength with which the dipoles are aligned along the x direction and h is the
strength of the external magnetic field along the z
direction. The operator that describes the evolution of system and environment is T1 = U (J, h, t) =
e−iH(J,h)t acting on AO E1 .
The process matrix, as we obtain in Appendix A4,
is
W AI AO BI (J, h, t) = TrE2 [[U (J, h, t)]],

(9)

where, for a linear operator x, we define [[x]] = 1 ⊗
x|1iihh1|1 ⊗ x† .
To detect quantum memory for this process, we
start with the PPT criterion [35]. As discussed above,
we can simply check if the partial transpose of the
corresponding state W AI |AO BI = ρAI |AO BI = ρAB is
not positive semidefinite, that is if ρTA  0. If so, the
state is entangled and an entanglement witness can be
constructed by taking the projector of the apppropriate eigenvector of ρTA , as discussed above. Although
the problem is a simple check of negativity of the partial transpose ρTA , it can be cast as a SemiDefinite
Program (SDP).
An SDP is a particular type of convex optimisation problem and includes the optimisation of a linear function subject to linear constraints. We provide
a short introduction to SDPs in Appendix A5. The
problem of detecting entanglement in ρ using the PPT
criterion, it can be cast as the following SDP
variable Z hermitian semidefinite
minimize Tr(ZρTA )
subject to Tr Z == 1.

(10)

For a negative value of the minimising quantity (over
the hermitian semidefinite Z), the quantum memory
witness is Z TA . Although this way of finding a witness
is slower than to simply check if ρTAI  0, the advantage of the SDP is that we can add restrictions to the
witness search, as long as they are linear constraints.
For example,P
one might wish to obtain a witness of
the form Z = i,j ψ AI ⊗ ψ AO ⊗ EjBI , where Alison
performs projective measurements and re-prepares
the measured state, while Ben is measuring with some
projector Ej . In this case the corresponding linear
constraint we need to add on the SDP is P ZP = Z,
where P is an operator that swaps the systems AI
and AO on the witness Z.
The second step of the hierarchy developed by Doherty et al. [36] provides stronger criteria for separability. The main idea is that the PPT criterion is
applied on a symmetric extension of the state, i.e. on
W AI AO BI AI . We present the associated SDPs in Appendix A5.
We run our code using the PPT criterion across the
parameter space (J, h) for fixed t. As t is the time of
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interaction between the system and the memory, for
time t = 0 the process is trivially Markovian for every
nonzero (J, h). This is also the case for J = 0 for every
nonzero (t, h) because the magnetic field is affecting
both systems separately. In Appendix A6 and A7
we find all the other parameter values for which the
process is Markovian and we prove that for h = 0
and every nonzero (J, t) the process is with classical
memory (or Markovian).
For a fixed time t = 1 we run the code for (J, h) ∈
[0, 10] and present our findings in Figure 3. The value
Tr(ZW ) becomes negative when the PPT criterion
has detected a quantum memory while in all other
areas, a value close to zero is in general inconclusive.
For this reason, we run the SDP testing the second
step of the hierarchy. We find the same results, suggesting that the areas of not detecting a quantum
memory were probably areas with classical memory.
However, as we present in Appendix A7, the points
in the Figure where the lines are crossing correspond
to Markovian processes. Additionally, we verify that
these are the only Markovian points by calculating
the measure of non-Markovianity introduced in [44],
which is the relative entropy [55] between each process
with an associated Markovian one [43]. This measure
becomes zero when the process is Markovian.

memory, provides an experimentally accessible tool
and paves the way for further research. It can be used
in experimental situations to detect that an external
quantum system (environment) retains quantum correlations over time—whether this is desired or not.
Furthermore, entanglement leads to many properties
for states, which can be mapped to interesting properties for processes, for example multipartite entanglement could correspond to novel types of quantum nonMarkovianity in multi-time-step processes. Hence, investigating other properties of entanglement could unveil more information about quantum memory in open
quantum systems.
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4 Conclusion
We provide a novel approach to the study of nonMarkovianity that captures genuine quantum multitime correlations within a process and allows us to detect an environment with quantum memory without
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A Appendix
A.1 Choi representation of processes with classical memory
In this section we provide the definition of a process
matrix with classical memory and prove that, as a
necessary condition, it is proportional to a separable
state.
We consider a finite number t1 , . . . , tn of time steps.
Each time step is associated with an input and an
j
j
output space, AjI ≡ L(HAI ), AjO ≡ L(HAO ), j =
1, . . . , n, corresponding to the input and output of
an operation that can be performed on the system
at time tj . We use the short-hand Aj ≡ AjI ⊗ AjO .
We take the last output space to be trivial, so that
An ≡ AnI . (Equivalently, we could keep a non-trivial
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final output space AnO , but the constraints defining a causally ordered process—or comb—imply that
1
n
n
W A ...AI ⊗1AO [1, 2], which means AnO is not relevant
for calculating observable probabilities.)
In a quantum process with classical memory, the
environment can acquire classical information about
the system, which then feeds forwards to influence
the system’s evolution at later times. The acquisition
of classical information by the environment can be
understood as a measurement: during the evolution
between times tj and tj+1 , the environment measures
the system and obtains a classical outcome aj . The
conditional evolution of the system, in general, depends on aj . Furthermore, the evolution can depend
on the information stored by the environment up to
that point, which we represent as a classical variable
xj . The most general evolution of this type is repres.
ented by a CP map Tajj |xj : AjO → Aj+1
I
If the outcome aj is discarded, the unconditional
evolution of the system between times tj and tj+1 is
P
represented by the sum aj Tajj |xj , which must be a
CPTP
map. In other words, each set of CP maps
n
o
j
Taj |xj
has to be an instrument. In Choi represaj

enation, an instrument is given by a set of matrices
that satisfy
Aj Aj+1

TajO|xj I

≥ 0,

trAj+1
I

X

Aj Aj+1

TajO|xj I

j

= 1AO .

1

...An

=

O
X n−1

Aj Aj+1

TajO|xj I P (xj |~a|j , ~x|j ),

ρ

A1I
a0 x0

A1I

:= ρa0 |x0 P (x0 ),

trAj+1
I

X

Aj Aj+1

j

aj xj

tr

X

ρa0 x0 = 1.

a0 x0

As now both variables aj , xj correspond to measurement outcomes in the instrument, we can further
simplify the expression by combining the variables as
(aj , xj ) 7→ xj , (~a|j , ~x|j ) 7→ ~x|j . The process matrix
now takes the form
1

A
WCl

with ~a ≡ (a0 , . . . an−1 ), ~x ≡ (x0 , . . . xn−1 ). Note that,
since we start with an input space, A1I , the “zeroth”
instrument
n 1 o reduces
n 1 tooa set of sub-normalised states,
AI
A
Ta0 |x0
≡ ρa0I|x0
, summing up to a normala0 P
a0
ised state, tr a0 ρa0 |x0 = 1. This describes an environment that, given the variable x0 , prepares the state
ρa0 |x0 / tr ρa0 |x0 with probability P (a0 |x0 ) = tr ρa0 |x0 .
It can be helpful to give a temporal description of
the process (2). Before time t1 , the environment contains some classical variable x0 . Upon measuring the
system, the environment obtains a classical outcome
a0 . This leaves the system in the (non-normalised)
state ρa0 |x0 . At time t1 , the environment’s information is updated to the classical variable x1 , which
depends on the previous variables through the conditional probability P (x1 |a0 , x0 ). Then, between

(4)

TajOxj |~aI |j ,~x|j = 1AO ,

(1)

(2)

(3)

where P (x0 ) is the marginal probability for the initial
variable x0 . It is easy to verify that the newly defined
maps form properly normalised instruments:

...An

=

X n−1
O
~
x

Aj Aj+1

TxjO|~x|jI .

(5)

j=0

As this is a particular form of Eq. (2), we see that a
process matrix has classical memory if and only if it
can be written in this way. In other words, we can
take Eq. (5) as a definition of process with classical
memory.
By relabelling ~x 7→ x, we see that the process matrix (5) is a particular case of the form
1

A
WCl

...An

=

X

A1

A1 A2I

ρx I ⊗ Tx O

An−1 An
I

⊗ · · · ⊗ Tx O

, (6)

x

~
a~
x j=0

Accepted in

Aj Aj+1

Aj Aj+1

TajOxj |~aI |j ,~x|j := TajO|xj I P (xj |~a|j , ~x|j ),

aj

The value of xj at time tj can depend on the value
of x at all previous times, as well as on all the information hitherto extracted from the system, through an
arbitrary conditional probability P (xj |~a|j , ~x|j ), where
we use the short-hand notation ~a|j ≡ (a0 , . . . , aj−1 )
(and similarly for ~x|j ). All the classical information
in the environment is eventually discarded, leading to
the process matrix
A
WCl

times t1 and t2 , the environment measures the system, obtaining an outcome a1 and resulting in the
conditional evolution Ta11 |x1 : A1O → A2I of the system. The memory at t2 updates to x2 , through
P (x2 |a1 , a0 , x1 , x0 ), and so on.
We can re-define the CP maps to include the conditional probabilities representing the dependency on
past information. Thus we set

A1

ρx I ≥ 0,

Aj−1 AjI

Tx O

≥ 0,

where we no longer require that the CP maps Tx sum
up to a CPTP map. In other words, the process matrix is proportional to a separable state for the partin−1 n
tion A1I |A1O A2I | . . . |AO
AI , as we set out to prove.
Note that this is equivalent to a convex combination of product matrices, as easily seen be redefining
ρx 7→ px ρx , px = tr ρx .
We remark that, although all process matrices with
classical memory have the form (6), not all matrices of
that form are process matrices with classical memory.
In other words, it might not be possible to re-write
a matrix of the form (6) into the form (5). This is
certainly the case for separable states that do not
satisfy the constraints for causally ordered process
matrices (combs). However, we conjecture that there
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are combs of the form (6) that cannot be rewritten in
the form (5), i.e., that cannot be realised as processes
with classical memory.
This conjecture is motivated by the close analogy
with “quantum non-locality without entanglement”
[3]. In detail, a multi-time process (or comb) defines
a multipartiteNchannel from
N allj output to all input
j
spaces, W :
A
→
j O
j AI . The process matrix W is the Choi representation of W. To put this
in the context of the relevant literature, we can take
A1I to be trivial and n = 3. Furthermore, assuming
matching dimensions, we identify A1O ≡ A2I ≡ A and
A2O ≡ A3I ≡ B. A process matrix of the separable
form (6) then corresponds to a channel
Wsep =

X

TxA ⊗ TxB ,

(7)

x

where each TxA , TxB is a CP (but not necessarily
CPTP) map. A channel of the above form is called
separable, in analogy to separable states [4]. A subclass is that of LOCC channels, namely channels that
can be realised with Local Operations and Classical
Communication. For example,
n
o an LOCC channel can
A
consist of an instrument Ta|x performed on system
n
o a
B
A and an instrument Tb|y
on B, where y depends
b

probabilistically on a and x (thanks to “classical communication” from A to B):
WLOCC =

X

A
B
P (y|ax)P (x)Ta|x
⊗ Tb|y
.

(8)

abxy

More generally, an LOCC channel can involve the
composition of multiple instruments on each side,
with multiple rounds of communication between A to
B.
It is relatively simple to see that a channel of
the form (8) corresponds to a process with classical
memory, according to our definition. The fact that
there exist separable channels that do not have an
LOCC realisation [3] strongly suggests that there are
combs with the separable form (6) that cannot be realised as processes with classical memory. The only gap
is that combs correspond to a strict subset of multipartite channels. Therefore, it is possible that, when
adding the comb constraints, separable channels may
fall into the LOCC class, and possibly even in the
smaller class of processes with classical memory.

A.2 Non-Markovianity witnesses based on dynamical maps
A large body of work on open quantum systems has
been concerned with identifying non-Markovian behaviour in dynamical maps, leading to several witnesses
and measures of non-Markovianity [5, 6]. Here we
compare this approach to our definition of quantum
Accepted in

memory and show that common measures of nonMarkovianity are not sufficient do decide whether a
general process has quantum or classical memory.
A dynamical map is a time-dependent quantum
channel, describing the evolution of a system as
ρ(t1 ) 7→ ρ(t) = Et,t1 (ρ(t1 )). The map Et,t1 can be seen
as the quantum analogue of a conditional probability
distribution P (Xt |Xt1 ) for a classical time-dependent
stochastic variable Xt . Knowledge of these conditional probabilities does not provide full information
about the stochastic process, which is defined through
joint probabilities P (Xt1 , Xt2 , . . . , Xtn ). Similarly,
knowledge of the dynamical map Et,t1 does not
provide full information about the processes matrix
W A1 ,...,An , which encodes arbitrary multipartite correlations [7].
Nonetheless, one can use dynamical maps to derive sufficient conditions for non-Markovianity. The
most commonly used criteria are based on the notion of divisibility [8]. A set of dynamical maps is
called divisible if, for any three times t1 , t2 , t3 , the
decomposition Et3 ,t1 = Et3 ,t2 ◦ Et2 ,t1 holds, where all
maps are completely positive. Although not all divisible maps correspond to Markovian processes, all
Markovian processes give rise to divisible maps [9].
Therefore, a failure of divisibility is a signature of
non-Markovianty. Our question is whether it is also a
signature of quantum memory, as per our definition.
Conversely, we also want to know whether a process
with classical memory necessarily leads to divisible
dynamics. We are going to answer both questions in
the negative.
An important observation is that, in the presence
of initial correlations between system and environment, dynamical maps are in general not well-defined,
as it becomes unclear how to vary the input to the
map without specifying the full system-environment
state [10–13]. This already shows that dynamical
maps are unsuitable to study memory in two-timestep scenarios (as our in example in the main text)
where non-Markovianity can only arise due to systemenvironment correlations.
Dynamical maps become well defined in scenarios
where the first operation is restricted to be a strong
state preparation, removing all initial correlations
with the environment (a “causal break” in the language of Refs. [7, 14]). In this scenario, we can take
the input space associated with the first time-step
to be trivial, A ≡ AO . Non-trivial memory effects
can arise when we consider two additional time-steps,
B ≡ BI ⊗ BO and C ≡ CI . This leads us to consider
process matrices W AO BI BO CI , whose circuit representation is shown in Figure 1. In such a process,
the relevant partition to detect quantum memory is
AO BI |BO CI .
As this process involves three time-steps, we can
associate to it three maps: E A0 →BI (evolution from
t1 to t2 ), E B0 →CI (t2 to t3 ), and E A0 →CI (t1 to t3 ).
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ΑΟ

A

U1

ΒΙ

BΟ

B

U2

CΙ

clear that this process matrix has a quantum memory.
A simple calculation reveals the Choi matrices of the
relevant maps to be

C

AO BI CI

E1AO BI = trCI [Φ]
Figure 1: Circuit representation of a three-time-step process.

The relation with the process matrix is as follows (see,
e.g., Ref. [15, 16]):
1. E A0 →BI is obtained by discarding the last timestep. It is a general property of a quantum comb
(causally ordered process matrix) that tracing
out the last input space results in the identity
matrix on the last output [1]:
TrCI W AO BI BO CI = E1AO BI ⊗ 1BO .

(9)

E1AO BI is the Choi matrix of the map E A0 →BI ,
and can be obtained directly from the process
matrix through

E2AO CI

= ([00] + [11])

AO BI CI

= TrBI [Φ]

AO BI

= ([00] + [11])

AO CI

, (14)
. (15)

Thus, the two maps are equal, each describing a dephasing channel ρ 7→ [0] h0|ρ|0i + [1] h1|ρ|1i. These
maps are clearly compatible with divisible dynamics.
In particular, the criterion in Ref. [17] states that evolution is divisible if and only if the probability of success in a one-shot state discrimination task cannot
increase. This is clearly true in our example: for any
given state preparation at time t1 , tomography at t2
would reveal the same state as at time t3 . Memory
signatures in process (12) are encoded in genuinely
tripartite correlations across AO BI CI . Hence, divisibility does not imply classical memory.
�0�
<latexit sha1_base64="f4yaMwghZiyTtsacy34b9JCYiKY=">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</latexit>

E1AO BI =

1
TrBO CI W AO BI BO CI ,
dB
O

(10)

where dB
O is the dimension of BO .
A0 →CI

is obtained by inserting the identity map
2. E
as B’s operation. In Choi representation,
E2AO CI
= TrBI BO

h

BI BO

1AI CI ⊗ [[1]]



i
W AO BI BO CI .
(11)

Note that, in expressions such as Eq. (11), a reordering of subsystem is implied (i.e., appropriate
subsystem swaps should be applied to matrices so
that subsystems are all in the same order, e.g.,
the standard order AO BI BO CI ).
3. E B0 →CI is not uniquely specified by W , as it depends on the state preparation at AO . However,
in the following we will not need an explicit expression of this map. (In fact, divisibility criteria typically only require the existence of any
CP map E B0 →CI , not necessarily operationally
defined [9]).
The first thing we want to prove is that divisibility does not imply classical memory. To this end,
we present a process matrix that is entangled across
the partition AO BI |BO CI and whose associated maps
satisfy divisibility. The example is
AO BI CI

W AO BI BO CI = [Φ]

⊗ 1BO ,

|Φi = |000i + |111i,

(12)
(13)

with the notation [Φ] ≡ |ΦihΦ|. This process can be
realised through the circuit in Fig. 2. As the “GHZ
state” |Φi is entangled across any bipartition, it is
Accepted in

A

ΑΟ

ΒΙ

B

BΟ

CΙ

C

Figure 2: Process with quantum memory, identified as
Markovian by the dynamical maps approach.

Let us now show that non-divisibility does not imply quantum memory. We will present a process
with classical memory and show that its associated
maps are non-divisible. To this end, for divisibility,
it is sufficient to consider the criterion proposed in
Ref. [18]: given two initial states ρ0 , ρ1 , prepared
at t1 , their trace distance cannot increase under divisible dynamics; the trace distance is√defined as
D(ρ0 , ρ1 ) := 21 kρ0 − ρ1 k1 , k∆k1 := Tr ∆† ∆. We
want to present a process with classical memory that
increases the trace distance of two states, implying
non-divisibility. The example is
W AO BI BO CI =

1
X

AO

[a]

CI

⊗ ρBI ⊗ 1BO ⊗ [a]

, (16)

a=0

with ρ an arbitrary density matrix. This process has
the form (5) and thus can be realised with classical
memory, through the circuit in Figure 3. Explicitly,
between the first and second time step (AO to BI )
the environment measures the system in the computational basis, yielding outcome a, and prepares the
unrelated state ρ. Between second and third step (BO
to CI ), the system’s state is discarded and the pure
state |ai is prepared, which only requires the environment to keep memory of the classical output a from
the first time step. This results in a dephasing channel from the first to the third step (AO to CI ). Now,
consider states ρ0 = [0], ρ1 = [1] prepared at t1 .
Their trace distance drops to 0 at t2 , as any state
is replaced by ρ. However, at t3 the initial value is
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restored, D([0] , [1]) = 1, as both states are mapped
identically from AO to CI . Hence, a process with classical memory can involve non-divisible maps, which
means that non-divisibility does not imply a quantum
memory.

ΑΟ

A

ΒΙ

B

BΟ

CΙ

A.3.2

Case 2: ρ is a separable state
P
AI
1
I
In this case, ρE1 AP
= j q j ρE
j ⊗σj , with ρj , σj ≥ 0,
0 ≤ qj ≤ 1, and j qj = 1. Now the process matrix
becomes
W AI AO BI =


X
AI
E2 AO BI 
1
trE1 E2 
qj ρE
j ⊗ σj ⊗ 1

C

j

i
T
⊗ 1AI
X
=
qj σjAI ⊗ TjAO BI ,


Figure 3: Process with classical memory, where the distinguishability between states can increase.

E1T AO E2 BI

(18)

j

This example is not surprising, as it is known that
the (classical analogue of the) trace-distance criterion
is violated by classical stochastic processes [19], and
thus it is fully expected that it can be violated by
quantum processes with classical memory.

A.3 Initial system-environment correlations affecting the memory
In this section we discuss what happens to a general
2-time-step scenario (one system-environment interaction), with initial system-environment correlations,
described in the initial joint state ρE1 AI , where E1 denotes the environment state space at the initial time.
The process matrix is obtained using the rules to construct quantum combs, by sequential composition of
processes [1]. We start with the initial state ρE1 AI
and the joint unitary in the form of its Choi matrix T E1 AO E2 BI , and combining them using the link
product, defined as

W AI AO BI = ρ ∗ T
h
i
 T
= trE1 E2 ρE1 AI ⊗ 1E2 AO BI T E1 AO E2 BI ⊗ 1AI ,
where the superscript on the subsystem E1 denotes
partial transposition with respect to the subsystem.
A.3.1

Case 1: ρ is a product state

AI
1
In this case ρE1 AI = ρE
1 ⊗ ρ2 , with ρ1 and ρ2 being
arbitrary states. The process matrix becomes

W AI AO BI =
h

AI
E2 AO BI
1
trE1 E2 ρE
⊗
ρ
⊗
1
1
2
 T
i
T E1 AO E2 BI ⊗ 1AI
= ρ2AI ⊗ TsAO BI ,

TjAO BI = trE1 E2


i
h
T
A O E2 B I
1
T E1 A O E2 B I
ρE
j ⊗1

represents a CPTP map. We see that, for j > 1,
Eq. (18) has the form of a process with classical
memory, Eq. (5).
We conclude from the above that for a two-timestep process, and any kind of system-environment interaction, there can be no quantum memory in the environment if there is no initial entanglement between
the environment and the system.

A.4 Process matrix of our example
For the process matrix for our example we start with
the one written above for the general two-time-step
process
h T

i
ρ ∗ T = trEI ρE1 AI ⊗ 1AO BI E2 1AI ⊗ T ,
(19)
with the partial transpose acting on the common
subsystem that is traced over. We then substitute
T = [[U ]] and, omitting the tensor product symbols,
X
BI E2
[[U ]] =
|jkihj 0 k 0 |AO E1 U |jkihj 0 k 0 |U †
,
jkj 0 k0

(20)
+
+
TE1
while
the
initial
state
is
ρ
=
|φ
ihφ
|,
so
that
ρ
=
P
1
AI
E1
|iihl|
|lihi|
.
The
link
product
then
gives
il
2
|φ+ ihφ+ | ∗ [[U ]]
BI E2
1X
=
|kihk 0 |AI |jihj 0 |AO U |jkihj 0 k 0 |U †
,
2
ijk

(21)

(17)

h

i
A O E2 B I
E1T AO E2 BI
1
⊗
1
T
where TsAO BI = trE1 E2 ρE
1
is the channel for the system after tracing out the
environment. We see that this is the form of a
Markovian process matrix.
Accepted in

where, ∀j,

which is, up to normalisation, the same expression
as (20), with the first two factors swapped and EI
substituted with AI . The process matrix describing
the first qubit is obtained by tracing out E2 .

A.5 SDP: Higher-order criteria
For the second level of the hierarchy, the problem is
no longer a simple computational task—we need to
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find if there exist a symmetric extension ρ̃ABA of a
state ρAB (corresponding to a process matrix W AB ),
such the state and all its partial transposes with respect to A and B are positive. The latter conditions
are linear constraints on ρ̃ABA and so the problem
can be cast as an SemiDefinite Program which can be
solved efficiently [20]. We develop this method as it
is a stronger test of non-separability, although in our
example it turns out that the first level completely
characterizes the type of non-Markovinity.
An SDP has a primal and a dual form. The primal
form is written as
variable x
minimize cT x
subject to F (x) ≥ 0,

(22)

where c is a known
P vector, x = (x1 , · · · , xn ) and
F (x) = F0 + i xi Fi , for some fixed hermitian
matrices Fi , is a semidefinite matrix. In the case
where c = 0 there is no function to minimise and the
problem reduces to whether the constraints are satisfied for some value of x. This is called the feasibility
problem. Its associated dual form is written as

where G0 is a fixed part that depends only on the
given ρ and xJ is the coefficients for the rest of the
basis elements GJ . In particular, G0 = Λ(ρ), and Λ
is a linear map from HA ⊗ HB to HA ⊗ HB ⊗ HA .
If we then define F (x) = ρ̃ ⊕ ρ̃TA ⊕ ρ̃TB we get that
F0 = G0 ⊕ GT0 A ⊕ GT0 B and Fi = GJ ⊕ GTJA ⊕ GTJB .
The dual form of the SDP then writes
variable Z hermitian semidefinite
maximize − Tr(F0 Z)
subject to Z ≥ 0
Tr(Fi Z) = 0,

For a positive value of − Tr(F0 Z), which yields a negative one for Tr(F0 Z), we can obtain a witness Z̃ for
ρ through Z̃ = Λ∗ (Z), where Λ∗ is the adjoint map of
Λ. The codes for the feasibility and dual problem for
our example are publicly available on GitHub [21].

A.6 Our example: classical memory in the h =
0 case
In this case the Hamiltonian is
H(J) = −Jσx ⊗ σx ,

variable Z hermitian
subject to Z ≥ 0,
(23)

H(J)|µi|νi = −Jµν|µi|νi,
U (J, t)|µi|νi = e

In our case, the feasibility problem is formulated as
follows

minimize 0
subject to ρ̃ ⊕ ρ̃TA ⊕ ρ̃TB ≥ 0
TrA0 ρ̃ = ρ
(24)

where we have omitted the spaces the states live on,
0
ρAB and ρ̃ABA . This SDP tries to find an extension
of ρ, ρ̃, such that it is separable according to the PPT
criterion. ρ̃ is constrained to be an extension of ρ with
the last two constraints and that it is a positive semidefinite matrix. Note that a block diagonal matrix is
non-negative if and only if each of its block matrices
is non-negative.
The primal SDP detects entanglement when its output is that the problem is infeasible, i.e. it cannot find
an extension of ρ such that it is separable according to
the PPT criterion. The dual SDP minimises a value
Tr(Z ρ̃) to find a witness for ρ̃; from which we find a
witness for ρ. To explicitly write the dual form we
need some definitions. Due to symmetries on the extension ρ̃, it can be written as follows
X
ρ̃ = G(x) = G0 +
xJ GJ
(25)
J
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−Jµνt

|µi|νi,

(28)
(29)

µ, ν = ±1.
Using the eigenstates of H(J) in the definition of
the Choi isomorphism, and taking the partial trace
over EO of expression (21), we obtain for the process
matrix

variable ρ̃ semidefinite

swapA,A0 (ρ̃) = ρ̃,

(27)

so it has product eigenstates, built from the Pauli
matrix’s eigenstates σx |µi = µ|µi, µ = ±1:

maximize − Tr(F0 Z)
Tr(Fi Z) = ci

(26)

W AI AO BI (J, t)
BI EO
1 X
|ν1 µ1 ihν2 µ2 |AI AO trEO U |µ1 ν1 ihµ2 ν2 |U †
=
2 µ1 µ2
ν1 ν2

1 X iJ(µ1 −µ2 )νt
=
e
|νihν|AI |µ1 ihµ2 |AO |µ1 ihµ2 |BI .
2µ µ ν
1

2

We see that this matrix is an equal mixture of two
product matrices:
W AI AO BI (J, t) =

1 X
|νihν|AI [[eiνJσx t ]]AO BI .
2 ν=±1

Therefore, the process we are describing is the equal
mixture of two Markovian processes: for ν = ±1 respectively, these correspond to processes where the
system is initially in state |νi, while from A to B
it evolves according to the (single-qubit) Hamiltonian Hν = −νJσx . Thus, even though in our model
the initial system-environment state is entangled, the
process for the system alone can be reproduced by
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substituting the environment with a classical variable, which samples with equal probabilities the values ν = ±1, and determines both the initial state and
the evolution from first to second time-step.

A.7 Our example: markovian points
Here we find the parameters J, h, for which
the process is Markovian.
A sufficient condition is that the unitary matrix that represents the
system-environment evolution factorises: U (J, h, t) =
e−iH(J,h)t = Us ⊗ Ue . As U (J, h, t) = U (Jt, ht, 1), it
is sufficient to consider the t = 1 case.
We find that the unitary factorises for the parameter values
J = πk1 , k1 ∈ Z,
q
π
k22 − k12 ,
h=±
2

k2 ∈ Z,

k22 ≥ k12 ,

plus an additional point h = 0, J = π/2, for which
U (J, h, 1) = iσx ⊗ σx .
In principle, there could be parameter values for
which the evolution is not trivial but the process is
Markovian. We verified that this is not the case numerically: for a range of parameters, we calculated
the relative entropy [7, 22] between W and the corresponding Markovian process WM = ρAI ⊗ T AO BI ,
where ρAI and T AO BI are obtained as partial traces of
W . The relative entropy between two states σ and ρ
is S(σ||ρ) = Tr σ(ln σ−ln ρ). Note that our states corresponding to process matrices are non-normalised, so
we used σ = W/(Tr W ) and ρ = WM /(Tr WM ).
We found that the relative entropy vanishes (and
hence the process is Markovian) only for the parameter values found above. The values of the relative
entropy are shown in Figure 4.
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